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5-Piece British Rail Set K8/CA/Q25/LR2/Anglia
Railway enthusiasts of the ‘blood and custard’ era of
British Railways can add a whole station yard full of 00
gauge models with this set of five authentic utility vans.
Each has been released separately in the past so if you
missed them last time, don’t delay second time around!
The set comprises: 
76CA018 Bedford CA Minibus - BR
Probably used for transporting railway crew members in
real life, our crimson and cream Minibus is registered
NRO 522.  Distinctive lettering includes the British
Railways totem in crimson out of cream above the
windscreen; and cream on a crimson ground along the
lower sides.  The vehicle’s fleet identity CA8276 E is
printed on the cabin doors and the Bedford marque in
black runs the length of the silver front bumper.
76AK016 Austin K8 - BR
Registered NXW 134 in the traditional pale cream and
crimson colour scheme, this little utility van is decorated
with the British Railways totem on either side in
red/silver on the cream ground.  The interior of the
vehicle is black.  Additional black and silver masking
completes the detail including the minute Austin marque
above the rear bumper.

76CM001 Commer Q25 - BR Continental Service
Our model, registered OGT 65, is advertising its Day and
Night services for Harwich and the Continent as the
lettering above the driver’s split windscreen displays.  
The BR totem is printed above the non-opening back
door as well as the upper sides of the vehicle.  The door
handles, headlights and radiator grille are all silver.
76LAN2001 Land Rover Series II Hard Top - BR
Our long wheelbase Land Rover makes a useful support
vehicle and here we see it in the hard top version
registered BBH 942B from 1964.  Once again the upper
body is pale cream and the lower section crimson with
depot lettering B1347 S on the cabin doors.  Note the
spare wheel on the front of the bonnet and the instantly
recognisable Land Rover radiator.
76ANG037 Ford Anglia Van - BR
The livery decorating this release of  our Ford Anglia Van
is a replica of a Parcels Delivery Service vehicle,
registered JBV 308F from 1967.  The Anglia, with its
distinctive front quarter lights and signature chrome
radiator grille really looks the part in the ‘blood and
custard’ colour scheme.  Note that the crimson lower
body colour is repeated on the wheels, finished off with
silver hub caps. 

SCALE PRICE
76SET34 1:76 £22.95

NEW5 Piece British Rail Set -
K8/CA/Q25/LR2/Anglia
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N SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Bedford MWD - British Army Royal Engineers
The Oxford Bedford MWD is already part 
of our 1:76 Military series - now N gauge
collectors can add this newly tooled 1:148 scale
miniature to your WWII line up.  The tooling is
based on the original second phase Bedford MWD
vehicle, which had a closed cab as opposed to the
earlier ones with open cabs. 
The Bedford MWD was the most used Allied
transport vehicle during the war, between
1939 and 1945 Vauxhall Motors supplied
vast numbers to the armed services.  
Our example is a replica of the truck that
served with 505 Company Royal Engineers,
part of the 50th Northumbrian Division who
used it during their D-Day to Operation Market
Garden deployment at the end of September 1944.
Following that, it was transferred to Corps Engineers.  
It ended the war in Germany, building the bailey bridges
over the Rhine.
Our Bedford  MWD is decorated with the body and
wheels in olive green, the cab roof and rear ‘canvas’ roof

are both matt black and the remainder of the canopy is
painted quarry grey.  The cab interior and the chassis are
also both black. All the additional decoration to the
bonnet, front wings, cab doors and the rear of the vehicle
is reproduced in the fine detail of the larger scale model.

Whitby Morrison Mondial van - Walls Ice Cream
The Whitby Ice Cream van is already part of Oxford’s
1:43rd and 1:76 scale ranges, so this newly tooled version
will be welcomed by 1:148 scale enthusiasts.  Once again
we’ve chosen Walls Ice Cream as the livery for this brand
new release.  It is brightly decorated in red and black 
with images of many of the famous Walls products - 
Mr Whippy, Ben and Jerry’s, and Magnum.  A particularly
detailed scene decorates the back of the vehicle featuring
a cow with the warning strapline to motorists - 
‘Mind that Child’.  The detail even extends to the
personalised registration plate WH11TBY! 
Whitby Morrison was founded in 1962 by Bryan 
Whitby and now has a worldwide customer base.  
Today, three generations of the family run the business
and each van is a unique and bespoke build.  

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

SCALE PRICE
NWM001 1:148 £4.45

NEWWhitby Morrison Mondial
Van - Walls Ice Cream

Land Rover Defender 110 Hard Top - British Army
Our understated little N scale Land Rover Defender
looks all ready to tackle the rough military terrain.
Registered 64-KJ - 56, this hard top version features the
Union Flag on the front bumper and the regimental crest
on the back door.  The interior is also moulded in dark
green with black steering wheel.  Other external features
include black chassis, bumpers and wheel hub caps, as
well as the inclusion of a spare wheel on the bonnet.  

The wheel centres reflect the main body colour.
Also, you will find the Land Rover badge and
Defender lettering on the front of the bonnet
above the radiator and on the offside rear wing.

SCALE PRICE
NMWD001 1:148 £4.25

NEWBedford MWD - British
Army Royal Engineers 

SCALE PRICE
NDEF003 1:148 £3.95

NEWLand Rover Defender 110
Hard Top - British Army
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Scania Irizar PB Coach - Bus Eireann/Eurolines
Already tooled up in Oxford’s 1:76
scale, more new tooling adds a
very modern bus to your N
scale Oxford fleet in an eye-
catching white with graphics
in blue, red and white. The Bus
Eireann logo is also reproduced
on the sides below the front
passenger windows and on the
front.  Registered 06 D 59024,
with a destination blind reading
890 London, the coach features
tinted side and rear windows for
passenger comfort.  On the roof, note the
replica ventilation system and the roof hatch window,
which is also tinted.  The interior is grey with dark blue
seating, black steering wheel and dashboard. 

The Irizar PB is built on a wide range of chassis, designed
by Arup Design Research in the UK. Its revolutionary
styling and features led to the variant with a Scania
chassis being named European Coach of the Year in 2004.

Mobile Trailer - Bob’s Hot Dogs
The queue for hot dogs is always one of the longest at
any showground you attend, with the aroma of hot pies,
sandwiches, jumbo sausages and soup pervading along the
line! Bob’s trailer advertising all these tasty bites has
already been a popular part of our 1:76 series for quite a
while but new tooling sees the exact same model with all

its high level detail in N
scale, so you can add it
to your showground
diorama hot off the grill!

Commer Commando - BOAC
The Commer Commando is already a popular model in our 1:76 scale
range, launched with a series of famous airline liveries, who used it
extensively for passenger transfers between city centre
terminals and airports.  The British Overseas Aircraft
Corporation was one of the chief users and our replica of
their corporate Royal Blue with white masking to the upper
body and roof featured in issue 178.  Now you can obtain
it in the second of our N scale versions, with all the
authentic detail of its larger scale counterpart.  
The vehicle is registered HXF 339 and comes
decorated with the gold BOAC lettering towards
the rear on both sides, as well as a wealth of
exterior silver masking.  The detailed interior has
brown seating and bright 
blue panelling. 

Ford Transit LWB Hi-Top - Stobart Rail
The long wheelbase high roof Ford Transit is already
included in the 1:76 scale Oxford Commercials series, where
it has been released in Stobart Rail livery.  Now small scale
Eddie Spotters can add this N scale replica, registered YP58
PXZ to your Stobart fleet of support vehicles. This particular
vehicle is used in his rail freight side of the business and
carries the  Stobart Rail logo on the sides and rear.  Civil

Engineering lettering is printed
along the lower sides in blue and
the website address across the
bottom of the back doors.

SCALE PRICE
NTRAIL001 1:148 £3.95

NEWMobile Trailer - 
Bob’s Hot Dogs

SCALE PRICE
NIRZ001 1:148 £7.95

NEWScania Irizar PB Coach -
Bus Eireann/Eurolines

SCALE PRICE
NFT010 1:148 £4.75

NEWFord Transit LWB Hi-Top -
Eddie Stobart

SCALE PRICE
NCOM002 1:148 £6.45

NEWCommer Commando - BOAC

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE
Austin Seven RN Saloon - 
Light Royal Blue/Black
Our second release on the recently tooled up
1:76 scale 1920s era Austin Seven RN Saloon is
painted in Royal Blue/Black and mirrors its 1:43
scale Oxford replica  exactly in colour and
detailed design.  Registered KF 8047, with spoked
wheels and spare wheel on the back, the royal
blue bodywork has a black roof with satin black
masked sunroof and black mudguards and
running board. The interior is also royal blue
with black steering wheel and brown door trim.
Our vehicle is based on the long wheelbase
version of the car designed by Sir Herbert
Austin, which in real life was six inches longer
than the standard Austin Seven.  

Austin Seven RN Van - AA
A direct cross-over from Oxford’s 1:43 scale
series, we see the second release in the 1:76
scale Austin Seven RN Van in the livery of the
Automobile Association’s Road Service.
Archive photography shows its authentic use
as a Road Service vehicle, wearing the AA
badge of the day and decorated in their
signature yellow and black.  The interior is
black with yellow dashboard and brown door
cappings.  Note the additional modification of
an AA liveried roof box on this popular utility

van conversion of the
Austin Seven RN car,
registered GX 2839. 

Ford Transit Connect - Network Rail
The Ford Transit Connect is a very popular small utility
van and our newly tooled replica, introduced in the last
issue of The Globe comes in the very clean modern
white with red/blue Network Rail livery for its
second release.  It is particularly suitable for any
modern railway layout. Registered BN07 GUO, it
represents a vehicle from Network Rail’s
Response Unit. 
Against the white body, the interior,
external trim and chassis are all black.
Additional decoration includes the
diagonal red and orange stripes
across the back doors and the tiny
blue Ford badge on the front radiator
grille and the offside rear door. Team it
up with the 76DEF008 Land Rover
Defender in the modern Network Rail
livery which we reviewed in Issue 176 and the Ford
Transit version  76FT005, registered YS57 WPJ. SCALE PRICE

76FTC002 1:76 £4.75

NEWFord Transit Connect -
Network Rail

SCALE PRICE
76ASS002 1:76 £4.75

NEWAustin Seven RN Saloon -
Light Royal Blue/Black

SCALE PRICE
76ASV002 1:76 £4.75

NEWAustin Seven RN Van - AA
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Austin 1300 Mk III GT - Bronze Yellow
New tooling in our range of 1:76 scale Oxford
Automobile series brings the Austin 1300 to
your line up of classic cars from the 1960s
and 1970s.  From the same stable as
the Issigonis Mini, the car was
manufactured by the
British Motor
Corporation, which then
became British Leyland.
Classed as an economical
compact family car,
would-be owners had
three body styles to choose
from: the 4-door saloon (our
model choice), 2-door saloon or 2-door
estate.  Launched as the Morris 1100 in August 1962,
the original range was extended to include several re-
badged versions under BMC ownership, including the
Austin.  All came under the heading of ADO 16
(Amalgamated Drawing Office project No. 16) led by
designer Alec Issigonis.
In October 1969, BMC unveiled the front engine, front-
wheel drive Austin/Morris 1300 GT at the London Motor
Show, when key features included a 1275 cc twin
carburettor engine, a black full width grille, black vinyl
roof and a thick black metal strip along the side, designed
to convey a sporty image.  It was to be 1971 before the
Mark III models appeared, lasting in production until 1974
when the range was superseded by the Austin Allegro and

the Vanden Plas 1500.
Our four-door model registered RCO 16K dates back to
1972 and is decorated in one of the typical colour
schemes of the day in Bronze Yellow with its black vinyl
roof.  Its GT logo features in red and silver on the
radiator grille and its 1300 GT status is also printed on
the offside of the boot. The interior is black, as is the
chassis and the broad black and silver stripe associated
with the GT appears along both sides.   
This Issigonis design was not destined to upstage or
outlast the iconic Mini, which despite his genius remains
the famous designer’s greatest success story even today.

Ford Popular 103E - Ermine White
Our little ‘sit up and beg’ Ford Pop epitomises the low-
budget family saloon car from the 1950s.  Costing under
£400 including tax, it was the lowest price car around. 
Its top speed was around 60 mph with a fuel
consumption of around 36 mpg. 
After previous Oxford releases in authentic
colour schemes, which have included
bright blue and black, this latest version
comes in Ermine White with a dark
grey roof, registered OGP 508. 
The interior is also creamy white
with a black steering wheel.  
The wheel inserts are the same
Ermine White  as the car body, with
added silver trim.  Silver masking also
appears on the radiator grille and along
the body, including the Popular marque on the back.  

SCALE PRICE
76FP005 1:76 £4.75

NEWFord Popular 103E -
Ermine White

SCALE PRICE
76AUS001 1:76 £4.75

NEWAustin 1300 Mk III GT -
Bronze Yellow

SCALE PRICE
76AH3001 1:76 £4.75

Austin Healey 3000 - Blue/Ivory

NEW
Tooling!

1:76 SCALE
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1:76 SCALE

NEW
Tooling! SCALE PRICE

76LRC001 1:76 £8.95

NEWLand Rover FT6 Carmichael -
Cheshire County Fire Brigade

Land Rover FT6 Carmichael - 
Cheshire County Fire Brigade
Our newly tooled 1:76 scale addition to the Oxford
series of Emergency Fire vehicles features the Land Rover
in a completely new guise, although still instantly
recognisable from the front, complete with its distinctive
radiator grille masked in silver out of black. Undoubtedly,
it will be of interest to Land Rover enthusiasts as
something different in your line-up, as well as dedicated
collectors of emergency vehicles. 
Carmichael’s Land Rover Redwing FT/6 conversion with
forward control configuration was first introduced in
1961 and provided a light four wheel drive fire appliance
with extended cab to accommodate five fire-fighters.  The
new machine, with built in pump and 140-gallon water
tank proved an ideal light all terrain fire engine for county
fire brigades such as Cheshire Fire Brigade and numerous
private works fire brigades, where its small size permitted

access to the more restricted areas of factory complexes.
The British Army Fire Service also adapted the type for
use in its British and overseas bases and a rescue tender
version was also offered on the same chassis. Many
others were sold to overseas fire brigades including those
in Malaya, New Zealand and Trinidad.  The vehicle was
superseded in the mid 1970s by another Carmichael
conversion, this time on a six-wheel Range Rover chassis. 
Our model , decorated in the livery as used by the
Cheshire County Fire  Brigade and working out of
Bollington, is registered 557 WTU and comes in the
familiar bright red which carries through to the wheels
and the interior. Silver masking is applied to the sides and
rear of the vehicle, as well as to ladders, wheel bases and
hose ends.  Above the cab, added detail comprises a blue
roof beacon and chrome spotlight. The bell is also finished
in chrome and the model is mounted on a black chassis. 

SCALE PRICE
76F8005 1:76 £12.95

Dennis F8 - Devon Fire Brigade
SCALE PRICE

76TLM007 1:76 £10.95

Leyland TLM Closed Cab -
Morecambe & Heysham
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Leyland Titan PD2/12 - Maidstone & District 
Motor Services Ltd
New tooling adds a new double decker - 
the 1:76 scale Leyland Titan PD2/12,
which we are delighted to launch in
the popular Maidstone & District
Motor Services Ltd livery.
The forward control Leyland Titan
PD2 was produced from 1927-1942
and resumed after World War II
from 1945-1969.  Because of their
size, the PD2s were originally
classed as the non London 26
footer version, considered
unsuitable for use in the capital.  
In 1950 some revisions to the
construction and use regulations
meant that the 8 foot wide
vehicles no longer required special
permission to operate in central
London and the maximum length
for double deckers was increased to
27 feet.  As a result, Leyland raised a
new set of variant codes for the Titans, namely
from PD2/10 to PD2/13, these having a wheelbase of
16' 5".  The standard Leyland body was also revised.
Within this range of new codes was the PD2/12 which
was 8' wide with vacuum brakes. Known as the ‘Farington’
style, the chassis and bodywork were both by Leyland. 
Our model, in the Green and Cream colour scheme of
Maidstone & District with silver grey masked roof and
registered NKT 875, is travelling on route 119 to
Tunbridge Wells via Uckfield, Maresfield and
Crowborough.  The nearside advertising panel is
promoting Fremlin’s Elephant Beers, while the offside is
suggesting you Relax by Bus Car free and Carefree.  

The eyebrows on either side of the front destination
board are advertising Duncans Prams Tunbridge Wells on
the offside front and further promoting them as England’s
Largest Baby Store on the nearside, both slogans printed
in yellow lettering out of black.  The radiator grille is
masked green with the Leyland marque in silver above.
The wheel inserts and mudguards are also the same dark
green.  The bus interior is moulded green with black
platform floor.  The steering wheel is white.  Added detail
sees the window openers and the rear bumpers finished
in silver finish. 

Scania Irizar PB - White
Completely undecorated, even down to the registration plate, our
white Irizar PB features a dark grey interior with blue seating and
black dashboard and steering wheel.  Externally, the side and rear
windows and the roof hatch window all feature a grey tint.  This
model is a perfect base for personalising your modern coach fleet. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
76IRZ005 1:76 £19.95

NEWScania Irizar PB - White

SCALE PRICE
76PD2001 1:76 £18.95

NEWLeyland Titan PD2/12 -
Maidstone & District NEW

Tooling!
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1:87 SCALE
AMERICAN

1958 Ford Edsel Citation - 
Black/Amber Red

SCALE PRICE
87ED58001 1:87 £4.75

1949 Mercury - 
Adelia Green/Mogul Green

SCALE PRICE
87ME49001 1:87 £4.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1941 Lincoln Continental -
Maroon

SCALE PRICE
87LC41001 1:87 £4.75

1961 Lincoln Continental X100 -
Presidential Blue Metallic

SCALE PRICE
87LC61001 1:87 £6.95

1956 Ford Thunderbird -
Goldenglow Yellow/Colonial White

SCALE PRICE
87TH56005 1:87 £4.75

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:76 SCALE
VW Bay Window Van - Arizona Yellow
The VW van came in a great many variations with as
many uses during its day, including that of a spacious
utility van.  Our latest introduction on the basic bay
window version sees it in all over Arizona Yellow with
a beige interior and a black chassis.  Registered LTM
455G from 1967,
additional detail
includes white wheel
rims, silver hub caps
and white bumpers.

VW Bay Window Bus/Surfboards - 
Montana Red/White
This version of the VW van in its bay window bus
format is particularly popular with ‘surfies’ who never
mind the weather when heading off to the coast.  
In fact, the windier the better!  Our latest miniature
version is also off to catch the surf, possibly down the
Gower!  Decorated in two tone red and white, with
beige interior, it carries the special modification to the
roof comprising a slatted tan roof board with silver
framework and two bright blue and white surfboards.

Registered KXG 347G in 1967, the
model also faithfully replicates the
silver Volkswagen lettering across the
back and the VW badge on the front. 

VW Bay Window Camper - Colorado Metallic/White
In real life, the summer season is a prime time for the
ever-popular VW camper to take to the freedom of the
open roads.  You can pile everything into its spacious
accommodation, including the kitchen sink which is
often a fixture in any case - and just head off!  
This two-tone model, registered CAN 227H from
1968 comes in an unusual metallic plum shade of
maroon with white upper body.  Notice the
louvred side windows and the tan luggage rack at
the front of the roof.  Wheel trim, VW badge and
bumpers are white and the interior is moulded in
silver grey.  A finishing touch is the Westfalia
lettering printed across the rear of the roof.

Volkswagen Beetle - Beryl Green
Only the sixth in our series of the classic VW Beetle,
the attractive pale green bodywork of this latest
introduction to the 1:76 scale series of Oxford cars is
enhanced even further with a mass of superb silver
trim just like the real thing, notably the line running
down the centre of the bonnet.  The body colour is
also used for the wheel inserts.  Registered FLO 325A
from 1963, our car has a pale matt green interior with

cream steering wheel, black chassis and a
matt pale green sunroof panel.  You can
almost hear that familiar and very
nostalgic purring engine sound!

SCALE PRICE
76VW024 1:76 £4.75

NEWVW Bay Window Bus/Surfboards -
Montana Red/White

SCALE PRICE
76VW025 1:76 £4.75

NEWVW Bay Window Camper - 
Colorado Metallic/White

SCALE PRICE
76VW023 1:76 £4.75

NEWVW Bay Window Van - 
Arizona Yellow

SCALE PRICE
76VWB006 1:76 £4.45

NEWVW Beetle - Beryl Green
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1:76
SCALEMILITARY

Scammell Pioneer 
Recovery Tractor - RAF

SCALE PRICE
76SP005 1:76 £11.95

David Brown Tractor - 
RAF Blue/Grey

SCALE PRICE
76DBT006 1:76 £4.95

Commer Commando - RAF
SCALE PRICE

76COM001 1:76 £14.95

Austin ATV - RAF
SCALE PRICE

76ATV007 1:76 £7.95

Land Rover Series I 80" Canvas - RAF
SCALE PRICE

76LAN180004 1:76 £4.75
MODEL

AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE

Land Rover Series II Tow Truck -
Bronze Green

SCALE PRICE
76LAN2009 1:76 £4.95

Land Rover Series II LWB
Station Wagon - 44th Home
Counties Infantry Div

SCALE PRICE
76LAN2007 1:76 £4.95

Land Rover 109 inch - Blue
SCALE PRICE

76LAN1109002 1:76 £4.75

Land Rover 88" Canvas - Bronze Green 
SCALE PRICE

76LAN188009 1:76 £4.75

Land Rover 80 inch Flat Back
SCALE PRICE

76LAN180005 1:76 £4.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

Scania 113 Tipper - Reid’s of Minishant
The second release on our newly tooled Scania 113
Tipper carries a Scottish livery from Ayrshire in the shape
of the bright red and dark crimson colour scheme of
Reid’s Transport. Registered N49 FSD, the highly detailed
colour scheme to the tractor unit includes a dark
crimson roof with bright red spoiler, finely printed with
the company’s Scottish crest-style logo. Dropped shadow
printing on both cab doors gives all the company’s
contact details.  The front wheels are red with silver

inserts, mudguards are silver and the chassis and other
external trim are black.  The interior is also black.
To the rear, the trailer comes with a realistic tarpaulin
cover in a matt red and the company name is printed
along the length of the trailer sides in red and cream
dropped shadow lettering on the dark crimson
background. The trailer front incorporates a silver ladder
while on the rear, the company’s Scottish emblem is
repeated in both the top offside and nearside panels. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Scania Tanker - BP
SCALE PRICE

SHL01TK 1:76 £21.95

Scania Highline Tanker - 
Eddie Stobart 

SCALE PRICE
SHL03TK 1:76 £21.95

NEWScania 113 Tipper - 
Reids of Minishant

SCALE PRICE
76S143002 1:76 £21.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
76TCAB007 1:76 £21.95

NEWScania T Cab Curtainside - 
Eddie Stobart

SCALE PRICE
76LV003 1:76 £12.95

NEWERF LV Flatbed Trailer - 
Eddie Stobart

ERF LV Platform Trailer - Eddie Stobart Limited
The third release on our recently tooled-up ERF LV (Long
Vue) flatbed trailer comes in an Eddie Stobart livery from
the very beginning of the company’s history which was
founded in 1970.   Registered UAO 613H in 1969, the
dark green and white cab with its red rear axle is
attached to the dark green trailer with brown flatbed
floor, also on a red chassis.  Note the characteristic ERF

marque on the radiator with the two chrome wrap-
around bands and the one-piece windscreen which was
most advanced for its day.
The model also carries the signature Stobart girl’s name
Lynda on the front of the cab, whilst the doors are
printed in red and yellow with Eddie Stobart Ltd Cumbria
and their Carlisle 37915 (pre-STD) telephone number.

Scania T Cab Curtainside - Eddie Stobart
Eddie Stobart fans will be pleased to see this 1:76 scale
model, which was also chosen to launch the N scale truck
series of Scania T Cabs (NTCAB001) a little while ago.
The colourful Eddie Stobart colours are instantly
recognisable and are a great favourite with model truck
collectors.  Painted in the company’s signature green with
red chassis and wheel arches, the truck’s decorative

lettering is printed in yellow with red dropped shadow;
and white with black dropped shadowing.  
Our truck is high on detail and level of decoration,
repeated on every surface of the tractor and trailer 
units.  Even the customary girl’s name, in this case Kerry
Jane, features in its traditional place above the radiator
grille. Registered S777 ESL, the wheels are printed silver
with green inserts and the front and rear bumpers 
feature a red/white chevron effect.  Minute detail sees
fleet numbers and lining out expertly applied too.  
Eddie Spotters will agree, you can’t have too many 
Eddie Stobart trucks, so go out and treat yourself! 
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

Bell P-39 Airacobra, Capt A I Pokryshkin,
Commander - 16th GFAR 1943
The Bell P-39 Airacobra was manufactured by the
United States between 1940 and 1944.  It was
the principal American fighter aircraft in services
when the US entered WWII and by the time it
ceased production, just over 9.500 had been
rolled out.  Also used by the Soviet Air Force, 
it scored the highest number of individual kills
attributed to any US fighter type.
Our model is based on the aircraft as flown by a
Russian fighter ace Captain Aleksandr Ivanovitch
Pokryshkin, Commander of the 16th Guards
Fighter Aviation Regiment (GFAR).  In his P-39, he
claimed 20 victories.  A top Soviet ace and highly
decorated in WWII, he died in 1985.
Painted with a dark green upper body with two
black walkways on either side of the cockpit and
grey underside, our 1:72 scale P-39 carries the
Soviet Air Force markings on the upper and
lower wings and along the fuselage.  His ‘kills’ are
printed in red on the port side in front of the
cockpit, while the aircraft numbering appears on
both the fuselage and the tail fin in white and
yellow respectively.  Propeller blades and gun
barrels are black, propeller tips yellow, propeller
spinner and tail fin red and a finishing touch to
the model sees a ‘rusty’ brown exhaust. 

Avro Anson Mk1 No.9
Flying Training Sqn, RAF. 1939

We have modelled this 1:72 scale aircraft
on a plane that operated out of RAF

Hullavington in Wiltshire during WWII, where No. 9
Flying Training School arrived on 3rd September 1939
with their Avro Anson Trainers.  They were stationed
there until early 1942 when the Empire Central Flying
School came on the scene with a much wider range of 

aircraft for their
trainees. The twin-

engined Avro Anson was
British made, developed from the Avro 652

airliner, and after various other wartime roles,
was found most suitable as a three to four seater

aircrew trainer.
In a dark green and dark earth camouflage scheme with
yellow underside, being a trainer, our model comes
without the machine gun in the turret. The cockpit
interior is green with a black headrest and other fine
details include wing lights enhanced in dark red on the
left wing and dark green on the right; matt black engines
with silver engine hubs; black DF loop; and  two oil
coolers on the underside behind the engines.

NEW
Avro Anson Mk1 No.9
Flying Training Squadron,
RAF. 1939

SCALE PRICE
72AA003 1:72 £33.95

NEWBell P-39 Airacobra -
Pokryshkin, 16th GFAR 1943

SCALE PRICE
AC055 1:72 £13.95

SCALE PRICE
AC013 1:72 £12.95

Hawker Typhoon Mk1b

SCALE PRICE
AC027 1:72 £14.95

Arado AR196

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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Bentley MK VI - Balmoral Green/Ice Green
The second release on our 1:43 scale Bentley Mk VI from
the immediate post-war era, which we launched in Issue
183, is decorated in another superbly finished authentic
two-tone colour scheme of Balmoral Green/Ice Green.
Interior detail comprises light tan seating, brown
dashboard, black steering wheel and dark green ‘carpet’.

Registered MMB 387, the exterior is similarly well
replicated with green wheels, whitewall tyres, a mass of
chrome and silver finish to door handles, radiator grille,
wheel centres, bumpers, light surrounds and even the
vertical window struts on the driver and passenger side
quarter lights. The model is finished off with the Flying ‘B’
Bentley badge on the front of the bonnet.

1:43 SCALE

NEWBentley MK VI - 
Balmoral Green/Ice Green

SCALE PRICE
BN6002 1:43 £22.95

Jaguar V12 E Type Coupé -
Regency Red

SCALE PRICE
JAGV12003 1:43 £22.95

Daimler SP250 [Hood] - 
Black, Metropolitan Police

SCALE PRICE
DSP001 1:43 £22.95

Healey Tickford - Pale Blue
SCALE PRICE

HT003 1:43 £22.95

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 
Southampton 
SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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AR113 Scottish Vehicles: There are lots of interesting stories told here,
from early steam and electric pioneers to the biggest Scottish firms; three
A’s and a B.  Argyll, Arrol-Johnston, Albion and Beardmore.  There are many
other makers described in these pages.  Most other attempts to produce

vehicles in Scotland were short-lived, though one success story was
that of the Volvo buses built in Irvine.  Most enthusiasts will be
surprised by the number of companies described here, and by the
large quantities of vehicles produced.AR113

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 
ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH

AR43a AR102 AR101AR51bAR103AR104AR105

AR108 AR107 AR106AR109AR110AR111AR112

This is new division within Oxford
which is handling the
manufacture of 1:76 scale
railway related products.
These first wagons are based
on the standard 12 Ton Mineral wagon and
was we believe the most numerous design of
coal wagons built in the UK after 1923.
Designed to RCH specifications (Railway Clearing
House) these wagons had a universal length of 16'6"

with a width of 8'0" and wheelbase of 
9'0".  The wagons  employed
standard RCH fittings
throughout and were
originally built as the Oxford

Rail model depicts with seven side planks,
making an overall body height of 4' 4".

The new Oxford Rail Standard RCH 12 Ton
Mineral wagon boasts finely engraved body with
underframe detail plus NEM couplings as standard.

OR76MW7001 - £8.95
Fear Bros. Staines

Coal merchants in the Staines and
North West Surrey district

OR76MW7002 - £8.95
Leamington Priors Co.

Leamington
Gas producers whose works were
adjacent to the Grand Union Canal

in Leamington Spa

OR76MW7003 - £8.95
E. Welford & Son - Oxford

Coal Merchants who served the
Oxford and surrounding areas

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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